
NATIONAL UNITY DAY
ORGANISED BY NSS ON 31 OCTOBER

Report of the article:

NSS volunteers observed Rashtriya Ekta Diwas (National Unity Day) to

commemorate the birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhai Patel.The NSS

volunteers conducted a rally as part of it starting from the college to the

Chalakudy Railway station . The NSSvolunteers students discussed on the topic

“Importance of Unity and Rashtriya Ekta Diwas” along with other

students.NSS.The students also took a pledge on the same topic.They pledged to

preserve the integrity and security of the nation and to strive hard to spread the

message among their fellow beings.The NSS coordinators also discussed about

the importance of unity among the fellow beings and the coordination we

should maintain in our society as a human being.



NSS STUDENTS TAKING PLEDGE



NSS STUDENTS ON RALLY





REPUBLIC DAY
ORGANISED BY NSS ON 26 JANUARY 2016

Report of the article:

Sacred Heart College’s NSS volunteers celebrated republic day on 26th

January. The flag was hoisted by the College Principal Rev.Dr.Sr.Irene.on this

special day.NSS members and other college staff paid homage to the altruistic

values of our freedom fighters without whom we wouldn't get our freedom.The

NSS volunteers paid special tribute to all the freedom fighters whose bravery

and popularity was unsung.The celebrations started by the speech of Dr.Sr.Irene

and was continued by the NSS coordinators and students present there.The

students representing different department talked about various movements that

took place to attain the freedom and about the freedom fightersThe whole

college sung the national anthem and dispersed.

.



FLAG HOISTING BY PRINCIPAL



PERFORMANCES BY STUDENTS



INDEPENDENCE DAY
ORGANISED BY NSS ON AUGUST 15

Report of the article:

On August 15,Sacred Heart College celebrated Independence Day. Principal

Rev. Dr.Sr.Irene hoisted the National flag maintaining all the protocol

measures.The NSS Volunteers,NSS coordinators,Dr.Tessy Simon and Darly

Matthew with all other office staff attended the ceremony.All the attendees

pledged towards the well being of our nation and later sung the National

anthem.The Principal Rev.Dr.Sr.Irene gave the thought of the day followed by a

speech by NSS Volunteer.



FLAG HOISTING BY PRINCIPAL DR.SR.IRENE



NSS VOLUNTEERS AND STAFF TAKING THE PLEDGE.





SPEECH BY STUDENTS




